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Agnew submits resignation;
faces $10,000 fine, probation
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice
President Spiro T Agnew resigned
from office yesterday and pleaded no
contest to a federal income tax evasion
charge A judge sentenced him to a
$10,000 fine and three years' probation
The thunderbolt disclosure of the
resignation, the second by a vice
president in U.S. history, was almost
casually revealed by a staff secretary
here as Agnew himself was making a
surprise appearance in federal court in
Baltimore
Reading from a paper held in
trembling hands, the 55-year-old vice
president told U.S. District Judge

Walter E. Hoffman his decision to quit
and plead no contest to the felony
charge "rests on my firm belief that
the public interest requires swift
disposition of the problems which are
facing me."
HE SAID HIS lawyers had advised
him that a legal battle over the
allegations against him could last for
years and the attending publicity would
divert public attention from other
problems
"to the country's
detriment.''
President Nixon, who bad bandpicked the former Maryland governor

as his running mate in 1961 and again in
1972. acknowledged his vice president's
resignation with "a sense of deep
personal loss "
He said he would consult promptly
with the nation's leaders to select a
successor to fill out the last three years
and three months of Agnew's term.
Agnew's decision came unexpectedly
after he had sought-through public
statements-for the last several weeks
to end widespread press speculation
that he would quit
AGNEW ADMITTED yesterday to
receiving payments in 1967 which were
not reported on his income tax and also
that he was aware of payments made
to others But he denied that any
payments had ever influenced his
execution of the public trust as
Baltimore county executive, governor
or as vice president
The actual charge against him.
contained in an information filed by the
Justice Department, was that he failed
to account for some $13,551.47 in
federal taxes for the year 1967
In that year, the information said, he
reported income of $26,099 and taxes of
$6,146 when in fact his income had been
$55,599 owing $19,967 in taxes.
The resignation was effective at 205
p.m. yesterday and it was about 20
minutes later when it first became
publicly known. A staff secretary. Lisa
Brown, responding to an Associated
Press reporter's question about the
Baltimore court appearance, said
simply, "the vice president has
resigned The Agnew staff aides have
just come from a meeting at which
they were informed he has resigned..."
FEW DETAILS were immediately
available on how or when Agnew
reached the decision, but Atty. Gen.
Elliot L. Richardson, appearing
simultaneously with the vice president
in the Baltimore court, said it was part
of an agreement worked out with

Weather
Spiro T. Agnew

Heavy fog early today, becoming
way with highs la the middle 7(*
later la the day. Clear tonight
Lows SC to 55. tomorrow mostly
saaay with the highs la the apper
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Agnew's lawyers permitting him to
plead no contest to the single tax
charge
The Justice Department also filed
and the court made public 40 pages of
other allegations compiled against
Agnew in the federal investigation of
kickbacks by contractors doing
business with the state of Maryland.
These charges, as part of the agreement, will not be pursued.
Agnew had been under investigation
for bribery, extortion and conspiracy

as well as tax fraud, but he said in his
statement in court Wednesday that he
was innocent of all other allegations
As Agnew appeared in court, a
resignation letter was delivered to
Secretary of State Henry A Kissinger,
who under the law receives formal
resignations of national elected
officials.
Similar letters were dispatched to
President Nixon, and Democratic and
Republican leaders of the House and
Senate

The news of the resignation reached
the House floor during a roll call and
created five minutes of confusion
House Speaker Carl Albert iD-okla i
who in the absence of a vice president
is next in line to succeed as president,
walked quickly to the floor, declining
comment to reporters.
Within minutes, extra capitol policemen and Secret Service agents were
stationed outside Albert's office door.
• To

Joinf decision required
in naming replacement
WASHINGTON (API - A
replacement for the resigned Spiro T.
Agnew as vice president of the United
States will have to be the joint choice
of President Nixon and both houses of
Congress.
The replacement procedure
contained in the 25th Amendment to
the ' "niisi iint ion provides that a
vacancy in the office is to be filled by a
nominee proposed by the President and
ratified by Congress.

confirmation by a majority vote of
both houses of Congress "
The second newest amendment also
provides a new order for presidential
succession and a formula for removing
an incapacitated president who
becomes unable to carry out the duties
of office.
THE ONLY OTHER man ever to
resign the job was John C. Calboun.

who quit as Andrew Jackson's vice
president on Dec. 28. 1S32 in a
disagreement with Jackson over tariff
policy and states' rights.
Calhoun. who had been vice
president since 1825 under both John
Quincy Adams and Jackson, became
U.S. senator from South Carolina.
The office has become vacant 14
other times when vice presidents
either died in office or succeeded dead
presidents

Differing from other presidential
nominations, a choice for vice
president must be ratified by both the
House and Senate instead of just the
Senate as in the case of cabinet
members, judges and other top
officials.
DURING MOST of the nation's
history a vacancy created either by
resignation or promotion of a vice
president to the No. 1 job after a
president's death has gone unfilled
until the next election. But the 25th
Amendment, ratified on Feb. 10, 1967,
provides in Section 2:
"Whenever there is a vacancy in the
office of the vice president, the
president shall nominate a vice
president who shall take office upon

Iraq enters Middle East war
By The Associated Press
Israel said its jets attacked
Damascus airport and other targets
deep in Syria and Egypt yesterday as
Iraq announced its forces had joined
the fighting in a major widening of the
war.
Jordan, a 1967 combatant that has
stayed out of the current fighting,
called up its reserves in what could
signal another significant escalation
adding a third front to the conflict.
Communiques indicated armored
battles in the Golan Heights and the
Sinai peninsula ground into something
resembling a stalemate as the new
Arab-Israeli struggle settled into its

fifth day. Developments indicated
neither side was capable of a quick,
clear-cut victory.
"THE WAR COULD be a long one.
said Maj. Gen. Shmuel Gonen. Israeli
commander on the Sinai front.
Tel Aviv and Damascus reported
savage air clashes over the Golan
Heights battleground and during the
Israeli raids on targets in the Syrian
heartland.
Each side claimed the other suffered
heavy losses.
President Nixon met with
congressional leaders in Washington
and won their support for his efforts to
halt the war Nixon's peacemaking
proposal to the UN. Security Council

Pitts to leave
Student Affairs
for job in Colo.

remained stalled, however, over
conditions for a possible cease-fire.
Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana said after the
White House session that the question
of U.S. arms for Israel is "always
under advisement" but that it did not
arise in his talk with Nixon.
U.S. OFFICIALS said the Soviet
Union was delivering "very large
tonnages" of military equipment to
resupply Egypt and Syria. They
declined to say what amounts were
involved.
The Iraqi announcement that its air
and land forces were fighting on both
fronts made it the third major Arab
country to enter the fight against the
William E. Pitts, coordinator of
academic liaison in the Student Affairs
office, has resigned effective Nov. 19.
Pitts, former director of the
University's Student Development
Program (SDP). will become director
of the Black Education Program and
an instructor of education in student
personnel at the University of
Colorado.
"I made the choice to leave." he
said. "It's a positive move for me
professionally."
PITTS WAS asked to resign as SDP
director June 19 by Provost Kenneth
W. Rotbe, who was then serving as
acting president.
Pitts accepted the position in the
Student Affairs office June 25 At that
time he said, "I accepted the job for
various reasons. I was not. in fact,
given a choice of jobs.''
Yesterday Pitts outlined what he
thought were the reasons Dr. Rothe
reassigned him. Dr. Rothe was
unavailable for comment. Pitts cited:
-Exceeding the SDP budget.
-A failure to communicate with the
assistant to the provost.
-An inability to communicate with
areas outside the SDP.

Israelis in the fourth bread ArabIsraeli conflict since 1948.
Other Arab countries have pledged
support to Egypt and Syria and some
have sent token contingents.
The Beirut newspaper An Nahar
reported Iraq has committed 18,000
troops and 100 tanks along with an
undisclosed amount of air power to
back Syria on the Golan front and
Egypt in the Sinai battle.
The Israeli military command
claimed its raiding jets inflicted
"considerable damage" on the Frenchbuilt Damascus airport and also
blasted Syrian naval headquarters on
the Mediterranean and other strategic
targets in Syria and Egypt
PITTS ADMITTED he had exceeded
the budget for the program. "You're
talking some thousands of dollars," he
said.
Pitts said he communicated "very
well" with Dr Winifred O Stone, the
former assistant to the provost for
minority affairs. "I trust he didn't like
my wav of communicating." Pitts
said
In June. Dr. Stone resigned that
position. It was renamed vice provost
for minority affairs and has not yet
been filled.
Pitts said the third reason "doesn't
make much sense to me. We work with
every department on campus with a
minimum of hassles.'' he said. '' Within
the last three years our students have
been affiliated with every group and
activity on campus."
BUT PITTS SAID he thought there
were underlying reasons that
influenced Dr. Rothe's decision
"The key thing is the inability of
traditional administrators to deal
effectively with different lifestyles in
academe." Pitts said. "They're not
accustomed to dealing with it. They
need to readjust and learn new coping
skills."

■ hvCaril
A group gathorod outside tho BO News office yesterday
afternoon to road tho Associated Press announcement of Vleo
President Agnaw's resignation. Faculty and'student reactions
wore mixed. Soo story on page throe.

Pitts said his sell-styled operating
procedures also may have created
problems
"The lines of
communication that are set up are
ineffective." he said "Running a
program like we were, it becomes
important to set up new channels for
communication. That's what people
failed to realize."
"I have been accused of knocking
down doors, and raising hell." he said
"But it can be documented that it
happened only when people have
offended one of my students, generally
through an act of racism."
AS COORDINATOR of academic
liaison in Student Affairs, Pitts' duties
included coordination of livinglearning experiences, human relations
programs, academic advising in
residences and development of
outreach opportunities.
Pitts said he was able to accomplish
two objectives: establish contacts with
professionals in the student affairs
area for future professional workshops
and seminars, and design a course for
entry-level students in the college
student personnel department
Pitts said the position was not
created to accommodate him when he

was reassigned. "The position was on
the books," he said."Dr. Eakin (vice
provost for student affairs I had wanted
to fill it. but was unable to fill it."
HE SAID he will work on a
consultant basis with the University of
Colorado until the end of this month.
Pitts said the school has about 600
black undergraduate students and
about 100 black graduate students. "I
know what the students want: another
300 (black students)." he said.
"It's a good academic school, I have
good potential for finishing my
doctorate (in student personnel and
higher education administration) and
it provides an opportunity to teach."
Pitts said.
PITTS WAS appointed SDP director
in July. 1971. after serving as assistant
director during toe 1970-71 academic
year.
He came to the University from the
University of Hartford where he taught
as an adjunct professor or urban and
special education. While in
Connecticut, he also served as a
consultant for the state department of
mental health and the national teacher
corps in Washington. D.C.
• To page four
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truth surfaces
in agnew probe
Vice President Agnew's sudden resignation comes as no great
surprise to those of us who have believed he was guilty all along.
It seemed illogical that Agnew was constantly proclaiming his
innocence and at the same time fighting the legal system on
every front.
He challenged the constitutionality of presenting evidence
against him to the grand jury and then argued that all the
publicity made it impossible for him to get a fair trial.
But it's all over now on the federal level. Due to plea
bargaining he was tried on the tax evasion charge. Other
allegations of bribery, extortion and conspiracy have been
dropped by the federal government.
There is still the possibility, however, that Agnew can be tried
under Maryland statutes.
But the news can hardly be called a high point in American
history. It cripples even more an already too crippled
administration.
Its a relief that the truth was finally established about the
charges after the American people were confused by Agnew's
declarations of innocence.
He told a convention of Republican women two weeks ago that
"I am innocent of the charges against me. I've been living in
Purgatory. I have found myself the receipient of undefined,
unclear and unattributed accusations."
Undoubtedly today's federal court decision will be talked about
for a long time. Agnew's resignation marks only the second
resignation of a Vice President in U.S. History and the first
amidst the controversy of a scandal.
Now comes the trying task of selecting a new Vice President.
President Nixon and Congress must take all steps necessary to
make the best selection for the country.
And the nation must stand foremost in their minds as they pick
another Vice President.

county health board
must act for renters
The proposed housing code for Wood County must be passed
tonight by the Wood County Board of Health
Committees in Bowling Green began work on the code in 1971.
and since then, it has been rewritten and rehashed without
anything done toward establishing it.
However, even if the code is passed, another small problem
will remain. The code automatically will become effective in
Wood County, but it's still uncertain if City Council approval is
necessary for it to become effective in Bowling Green.
The proposed code offers improvements over the existing
county code. According to Dr. Thomas Anderson, chairman of
City Council's Planning and Zoning Committee, the code is easier
to understand.
If approved, it also will establish an appeals board to eliminate
having to wait up to a month for persons with problems to meet
with the county board of health.
A housing code is definitely needed within the city. Even
though most persons renting living quarters live in fairly new
apartment complexes, many still live in houses with plumbing
problems, faulty wiring and other unsafe conditions.
The Board of Health also must keep in mind that the countless
apartment complexes in the southern end of the city won't last
forever.
In perhaps 10 years, the buildings surely will show signs of
wear and tear.
Housing code passage is necessary to insure that all persons
will be able to rent liveable housing units.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes ill letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News, 108
University Hall.

americans have a new fear
that 'government may fall'
NEW YORK, NY. - In counting our
crises, there may be safety in
numbers.
When our sorrows come as single
spies, they are a nagging nuisance. We
do not feel the dark threats that impel
us toward resolution. We fret, we
dawdle, we tell ourselves tomorrow
will be better.
But today with so many urgent
problems plaguing the country, the
pressure for solution may result in a
serious confrontation -the public vs.
the government- that will usher in
sweeping reforms on many fronts. At
least that is what dreamers are now
dreaming.
AMERICANS have always had a
sturdy talent for meeting crises.
Historically, we're tough damn
Yankees. We're also generous,
cheerful and ingenious, moved ever
forward by that dumb faith that sends
men up jagged mountains and around
the world in silly small boats.
All these virtues have been operative
in the past because we were armored
with confidence and patriotism.
People behave well when they have
hope and faith, badly when they doubt
and fear. A national crisis shows our
mood and tries our stamina. At the
moment, there's small cause for selfcongratulation. The stress of so many
crises is beginning to show. Listen to
the debate in bars, read the letters to
the editor.
BASIC TO all our other fears is a
strange new one: fear that "the
government may fall." It's a phrase
Americans have never uttered before
As with all fears, it will lessen as we
examine it. We must talk about
impeachment, read about it. ask the
questions beginning. "What wold
happen if..."
The answers are unclear, as of now.
but the fact that a dialogue has begun
is healthy
When people lose faith in the system,
they cease to abide by its rules I was
shocked to read the other day that 5
million Americans are now refusingor simply failing -to file a tax return
The loss to the government is put at $6
billion.
When that resolute establishment

Harriet Vaa Hone

spokesman, the US News and World
Report, takes note of our tax inequities
and calls this form of protest
"frightening," we're in a bad way.
OUR TAX laws have become too
complex for the average man. We all
know that the rich pay too little, the
poor too much and Congress doesn't
care. Its indifference is contagious
Professional tax accountants-even
the storefront experts who charge f 10
and up- have been caught in mistakes
and fraud A recheck of some 3.200 of
these "return preparers" last year
showed that almost 60 per cent of them
had filed inaccurate returns.
The head of the IRS auditing
division, Singleton Wolfe, understands
precisely where the salaried worker is
most sensitive "The moral fiber of the
public can only be hurt by the things

Due to a mistake at the print shop
one line was left out of the cartoon
drawn by Sky King in Wednesday's
NewsThe cartoon caption should have
read: "PLAY" it cool, Sam, the man
shut you down last spring and he'll do
it again if you give him the chance.

that are going on in government and
industry... After a while be wonders,
'Why should I go to so much trouble to
be honest if nobody else is?' " The
Nobody Else list is a fairly glittering
one.
ALL THE crises we face now fall
hardest on the middle class. Tax
inequities, the cost of food and housing.
the defections of the men we send to
Washington with so much pride and
hope—all are leaving an ugly mark
upon America.
There are economists who now say
bluntly that the middle classdemocracy's great bulwark-is being
destroyed.
"The middle class is up against the
wall and going nowhere." writes John
C. Raines in the current Intellectual
Digest. There's a melancholy mass of
data to back his statement.
There is less upward mobility today
than ever before in our history.
THE POOR remain poor, the rich
get richer. The preoccupations of the
middle class are worry, resentment
and exhaustion. "Moonlighting" at a
second job is so commonplace in some
areas that a man with only one income
is regarded as not very enterprising.
"Middle

class"

and

"upward

mobility," writes Mr. Raines, "are
social metaphors that pacify the
majority despite a system of
distribution that not only is grossly
inequitable but becomes more so every
year."
Here are the shaming statistics: In
1MB. 1 per cent of the people owned 21
per cent of the total personal wealth. In
IMS, 1 per cent owned 40 per cent of the
wealth. The trend is not toward a more
just and equitable democracy but
toward a Latin American oligarchy
REASONS FOR this unjust
distribution are to be found in our tax
and estate laws. Then- effect has been
simply to increase the advantages of
the already advantaged The tax rate
on capital gain is only SO per cent of the
rate on wages. The rate on property is
66 per cent of the rate on wages
For the rich, there are lovely writeoffs and loopholes, as our President
discovered when he reached the
1200.000-a-year class. For the poor,
there are sales taxes.
THE MACHINES that were designed
to propel America upward and onward
may soon be clogged with social anger
The anger that leads to violence in the
streets and S million citizens refusing
to pay taxes

Better luck next year

speaking out

living in a 'bad news' world
By JtaB Wanerman
Editorial Editor
1 think we would all have to agree
that there is a lot of bad news making
headlines these days. Everyday we are
bombarded with news that sometimes
seriously makes me wonder if anything
good does happen in the world
anymore.
We hear of a new war in the Middle
East just after the military coup in

Chile, with its reports of many alleged
executions, was just starting to die
down.
EVERYDAY WE must wonder if
this will be the last day to have the
same president and vice president in
office
Some doubts were confirmed
yesterday when Vice President Agnew
did resign after pleading no contest to
a charge of federal income tax evasion
in 1967

news letters
constant vigilance
This was to be an open reply to the
comments about my two letters on
university budgeting priorities that
appeared in The BG News two weeks
ago.

Unfortunately, no one has bothered
to either acclaim or decry my
comments. As a consequence 1 have
come to the conclusion that the vast
majority of students at BGSU are
apathetic and complacent.
THEY WON'T give a shit about
where their money goes, or how the
administration spends it
This attitude they undoubtedly pick
up from their parents-witness how they
stood still as the country drifted into
Watergate.

The Senate Watergate Committee
keeps uncovering new horror stories of
what really happened during that 1972
presidential election campaign
Relentless Washington reporters
seem to have a one-a-day quota of
turning up yet another scandal in the
Nixon Administration.
In Boston, a 66-year-old man. fishing
on the waterfront, was stoned to death
by a band of 30-40 youths.
Then yesterday we saw page one
headlines and suffered through a story
of eight children dying in a house
trailer fire in a neighboring town.
DOES ANYONE on this campus
remember P.J.'s Good News Cola that
was marketed for a short time three
years ago? Each cola can was covered

with good news from across tne world

Even though most of the news wasn't
true it always was good to spend some
time with a can of cola enjoying the
headlines for a change.
1 was disappointed when the good
news cola suddenly wasn't around
anymore. 1 suppose even Madison
Avenue couldn't sell 'good news" cola
in a "bad news" world.
Maybe we ought to make a good
news column out of this every two
weeks or so If you have something you
think would be of interest and it is good
news drop me a line at 106 University
Hall and maybe a regular column on
the subject could be started
IT MIGHT be a welcome "extra" in
the world's usual morbid state of
affairs
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WHAT THIS means for the future is
that we can see an increased drift
toward governmental usurpation of our
rights
The only guarantee that stands
between us and a totalitarian system is
constant and eternal vigilance by each
and every citizen over the innate
acquisition of power by government.
AND IT begins with simple questions
over whether or not sports should be
ranked higher in financing than
academics.

HELLO? MR. NIXON? MR. BREZHNEV? COULD YOU SPEAK UP A LITTLE, PLEASE .

Franz C. Zrilich
444 Park Ave.
Kent. Ohio 44240
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Campus comments on Agnew
Univenity faculty and
students
yesterday
expressed disappointment,
surprise, satisfaction and
shock at the resignation of
Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew
"1 liked the idea of
Agnew's resignation." Jim
DeSalvo. senior < AM), said.
"I disagree with his
political views and feel that
this is one major step to the
impeachment of President
Nixon, wh'ch is pleasing."
be said.

Mink* ft l>«
IVignT ligntS

"I DON'T know what to
say.'
Dini DiNatale.
graduate student, said. "II
depends on who they get in
his place 1 wonder how
many others have something
to hide It shakes governmental structure." she said
Sam Urogg. instructor in
popular culture, said he
expected the resignation all

forking lot light, onvim star-like appearances at thay
illuminate the MM behind Conklin HOII. Th* library it
impr*»iv«ly ccrtl in varying degreei of light and dark.

Code makes smoke defectors
mandatory in new apartments
By Curtis M. Haslett
Managing Editor
The state fire marshal's
office has adopted an
updated fire code that
requires new apartment
buildings to have built-in
smoke detectors
But the new code includes
nothing about requiring
present
apartment
complexes to install fire
protection equipment, according to Bowling Green
Kire Chief Howard Kutter
Rutter, who testified
before a committee of the

lire marshal's office last
June, said he favored a new
code with updated features
because the old one was
obsolete
"Although Ohio has one of
the oldest fire marshal's
offices in the country, we
have never had an up-to-date
fire code," he said. "This
new one merely updates the
previous one."
BUT RUTTER added that
the new code contains a
"grandfather
clause"
stating that the regulation is
not retroactive, thereby

Former athlete's wife killed
The 23-year-old wife of former University football
player Tony Kijanko was killed early yesterday in a twocar accident at Route 6 and Bowling Green Road
According to the State Highway Patrol. Sharon Kijanko.
120 University Lane, was driving south on Bowling Green
Road and failed to yield at the Route 6 intersection
Her car was strack broadside by a vehicle driven by
Carl Portion. «. of Berlin Heights
Her husband played football last year for the
University.

HI

making it possible for
already constructed apartment buildings to do without
smoke detectors
This clause just means
that if you have an existing
condition and a regulation is
passed against it you aren't
lorced to change.'' Rutter
said
Student Body Organization
situ ■ President Bill Arnold

along. "I knew he's been
guilty because that's the
way it's always been," he
said. "For example, when
Nixon said there was no
truth to the fact that we
bombed Cambodia, we later
found out he was lying." he
added.
Dennis Grady. senior
tAfcSl. said he thinks the
resignation will definitely
end Agnew's political
career
"But I'm going to keep my
mind open until 1 hear as
much of the evidence
presented to the grand
jury, "hesaid
"THE GOVERNMENT
and the constitution are
stong enough to weather
situations like this. During
crisis situations. Americans
have always seemed io
come up with some
solution."
Dr William C. Spragens.
associate professor of
political science, said he

Arnold, but added that he
would go along with him in
trying to persuade the
landlords
But he added that he
doubts any action could be
taken to force installation o(
the smoke detectors
"If we found that they
would willingly install them,
fine." Rutter said. "But I'm
not sure we would be able to
force them to do it "
Arnold. Rutter and Wood
County Building Inspector
Milton Bengston issued a
statement last May calling
for installation of smoke
detectors in apartments
following several lires in
apartment buildings.

said he and Rutter may

meet with local landlords
in the near future" and
attempt to persuade tbem to
install the equipment
without being forced by law.
"Alternatively, if we get
no satisfaction from the
meeting, we would ask city
council to require that they
be installed.'' Arnold said
He added that no specific
date has yet been set for
such a meeting
RUTTER said be has
beard nothing definiteabout any meeting" from -

At that time. Arnold said
the recommendation would
be written into legislative
form and submitted to city
council for passage

Beer & Pop
TOGO

WASHINGTON iAPI - The Soviet
Union has begun a big airlift to
resupply Syria and Egypt. U.S.
officials said yesterday
The officials said the Hussians.
using their biggest and best transport
planes, are delivering very large
tonnages" of military supplies to
airports in both Kgypt and Syria.
The officials spoke only in vague
terms, declining to say in what
amounts or types of equipment the
supplies were being delivered.
They said, however, that so far
there has been no evidence that the
Soviets are replacing Syrian or
Egyptian fighter planes knocked
down by the Israeli air force.

Acupuncture
PITTSBURGH I API - A 40-year-old
woman has given birth to a girl with
the help of what doctors claim was
the first use of acupuncture for

2 oz. bottle
reg. price 1.55

$219

NOW

childbirth in the nation
Doctors at Magee-Womens
Hospital, where the baby was born,
used electronic instruments to
measure the mother's contractions
and the baby's heart beat before it
was born
Acupuncture was started on Joan
Chelkowski of Pittsburgh at II a.m.
Tuesday and at 7 18 p.m she gave
birth to a 6-pound. 12-ounce girl.
"I feel great," Chelkowski beamed
immediately following the birth

Kidney repair
BOSTON (API - Surgeons say they
have developed a technique to remove a
diseased kidney, work on it outside the
body for as long as 30 hours, then return
it to the patient.
The new technique eventually could
save many kidneys now permanently
removed because of the risk ol repairing
them inside the patient is greater than
that ol taking tbem out, doctors said
Monday
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Shampoo 4oz. borne
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NOW 59C
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Mayfair Bathroom Scale

Eager to join
CAIRO tAPl Ahmed Hassan, a
Cairo University student, says he
purposely failed two courses last
term to avoid being dralted but now
is eager to get in the army to join in
the Middle Kast fighting
"I am finishing my exams today,
and tomorrow 1 will join the army,"
Hassan, a senior engineering student
said yesterday.
The Cairo University campus has
been the scene of recent antigovernment demonstrations, with
many of its 100,000 students
demanding an end to the state of no
war but no peace.

RAFFLE

25' a ticket
•

5 for a '1.00

-~~

WATCH FOR REPRESENTATIVES
IN YOUR DORM THIS WEEK

BIKE RAFFLE!
Win A 10-Speed Peugeot Bicycle

White, Pink or Black
reg. price 3.99

Robert J Cafarelli. 42. of North
Andover is the first recorded patient to
successfully be treated with the
technique, doctors said His lone kidney
was sustained outside his body for five
hours with the aid of a preservation
machine while doctors removed a large,
benign tumor Irom the organ

WIN A BOTTLE OF
SEGRAMS VO

TMB

Clairol Herbal Essence
reg. price 71<

Agnew's letter immediately
drafted a reply in the Oval
Office, where Agnew had informed Nixon of his decision
in a secret. 40 minute
meeting Tuesday night
In his reply. Nixon said he
was "deeply saddened by
this whole course of
events."
"The most difficult
decisions are often those
that are the most personal,
and I know your decision to
resign as vice president has
been as difficult as any
facing a man in public life
could be. " he told Agnew

Sponsored By Omega Phi Alpha

SC99
NOW 3

Barnes - Hind Contact
Wetting Solution

In his letter to Nixon.
Agnew said. "As you are
aware, the accusations
against me cannot be
resolved without a long,
divisive and debilitating
struggle in the Congress and
in the courts "
Saying that it was "painful" for himself and his
family, Agnew told Nixon
that "it is in the best interest of the nation that I relinquish the vice presi
dency " He added that "it
has been a privilege to serve
with you."
Nixon, on receipt of

3 WINNERS

Van Wyck Electric
Can Opener - Knife Sharpener
reg. price 7.99

• from page one

(Own car required)

Stadium Plaza Shopping

Phil Smith, instructor in
the master of fine arts
program, said he expected
it. "I hope it was just a
preliminary with the main
bout to come."

Agnew quits;
faces sentence

JAN BOSTIC. sophomore
(Ed ). said she's glad the
Vice President resigned. "I
think Nixon should get out.
too. Agnew shouldn't be the
only one to pay. ' she said
I don't believe it." Susan
Oess. junior iKd I. said. "It
didn't seem like it would
happen I used to have faith
in the government, but this
is disappointing and upsetting."
Kittv Dillon, senior ■ 1 -..i

Soviet airlift

Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza

RED HOTS at GRAY'S

said "I felt sorry for him
because of what he's been
through He admitted his
guilt. I feel he's one of the
best Vice Presidents we've
ever had "

newsnotes

Drivers now being hired to meet increasing
delivery requirements. Wages plus commission.

ICE COLD

thinks John Connally will be
the likely choice for the
vice-presidency
"He will probably get the
support of the conservative
coalition of the House, but
there may be some battle in
the Senate." he said
"The liberal Democrats
may regard him as a
renegade."
Dr. Spragens said he
thinks Nixon may wave the
decision for a few days in
lieu of the international
crisis, but that it should take
him no longer than a week

- U08 model
- §1 cycle of France

$299
NOW

Coricidin
bottle of 25
reg. price 88c

NOW

74<
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Revlon Hair Spray

50c ea.

3 for $100

13 oz. can - reg. or extra hold
reg. price 79*

NOW

49"

Specials Good thru Sun., Oct. 14

Complete Prescription Service
Let Cray's Fi Your Prescription Rx
352-7248
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DAM
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Mrs. Hollis Moore
will draw the ticket
Oct. 15 at 12:30
in front of union.

Buy a ticket from any
member of Mortar Board
or call 2-2151. Tickets also
available 11-12:30 Oct. 15
in front of union.
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L/ff/e /oss has /arge talent

Tatum O'Neal-essence of film
By Brace Glover
Remember
the
"Our
Gang"
comedy
series?
Shirley Temple lapping her
way into a prepubescent
coma? If you were like me.
you
sat
and
watched,
amazed at how talented
these kids were. (I was
lucky to have mastered
motor control.)
Well, now I'm supposedly
in control of my facilities -or
at least I thought I was until
I saw Tatum O'Neal in
"Paper Moon "
The star of the film, and in
my opinion the very essence
of the film itself. Tatum
sums up the gut-emotions

and subtleties one usually
associates with veterans the
caliber of
a
Lawrence
Olivier or Elizabeth Taylornot a mere child. Her timing
is superb, her natural acting
abilities uncanny and 1
would wager an Academy
Award is waiting for her this
spring
THE STORY line of
"Paper Moon" is relatively
simple and not terrifically
hysterical
in itself.
It
basically concerns a young
conman.
(Ryan O'Neal-l .iiuin - real-life father).
Moses Pray, who "adopts"
Addie (Tatum) and later
includes her in his game

He discovers her to be a
perfect partner and the two
of them cavort through the
dust bowl selling "personalized" Bibles to bereft
widows and pulling change
tricks on cashiers.
The going is fine until
MOMS meets Trixie Delight
iMadaelyn Kahn). a carny
hoofer
and
part-time
hooker, who begins blowing
Moses'
money and,
in
Addie's
mind,
spells
competition
for
Moses'
affection.
Kahn is also perfect in
"Paper Moon" as she plays
the archetypal floozy and
trollops
through
a
supporting role which also

could
culminate in an
Academy Award. The only
person who really doesn't
shine is the supposed star.
Ryan O'Neal. Not that he
isn't good at what he does;
he is just eclipsed by his
supporting cast.
ADDIE AND Trixie's
black maid dispose of Trixie
by hustling her off to a
lascivious hotel clerk-so
Addie gets Moses back and
the maid gets a train ticket
home.
The movie, directed by
Peter Bogdonavitch ("The
Last Picture Show" and
"What's Up Doc''") is in
black and white and the

desolate Kansas panorama
is photographed beautifully.
Not since Miss Gulch
abducted Toto have I seen
such fantastic black and
white cinematography.
Everything
in
"Paper
Moon" is precisely timecapsuled for the 30"s--from
old radio shows to the tacky
drugstores For those of you
with technicolor vision, this
movie is a lesson in itself on
the expertise of black and
white photography
Paper Moon" opened
yesterday at the Gaze I
Theater. It's a movie to see
Iwice and Tatum O'Neal is
worth in herself a third
viewing.

Soviets aiding Egypt, Syria
WASHINGTON
(AP)
US officials said yesterday
thai the Soviet Union, in a
special effort, is sending
new supplies to Egypt and
Syria in huge military transport planes
Other sources said big
Russian AN22 transports,
which can carry more than
SO tons, and other military
cargo planes from Russia
had flown "scores of sorties
across the Mediterranean"
in the past two days.
The AN22 is capable of
carrying vehicles as big as
surface to air missiles which
reportedly have been a

major target of Israeli air
strikes in the Golan Heights
of Syrian and along the Suez
Canal
Some Pentagon officials
believe the
major new
Soviet airlift is carrying
ammunition
to
replace
stocks fired in the furious
fighting which broke out last
Saturday
Meanwhile.
Nixon
administration
authorities
were reported debating
possible
increased
U.S.
arms to Israel to replace
heavy combat losses in the
new Middle East fighting
There were signs the

Israelis were urging such
emergency aid. at least a
speed up in shipment of
fighter planes under present
contracts.
However.
Pentagon
sources said two new K4
phantom jets which were
due to leave for Israel this
week under existing agreements were not sent.
Officials indicated this
was a temporary holdup
because of concern over how
to get the planes to Israel
during the fighting.
SOME U.S. supplies may
already be on the way.

DON'T LET THE PRICE OF A COLLEGE
EDUCATION SCARE YOU
YOU CAN STILL REGISTER FOR FALL
QUARTER AIR FORCE ROTC CLASSES
MEN-WOMEN
GRADUATE-UNDERGRADUATE
WHEN YOU DO, YOU ARE ENTITLED TO
COMPETE FOR:

Witnesses reported that a
Boeing 707 transport-type
plane
bearing
Israeli
markings loaded bombs and
air-to-air sidewinder and
sparrow missiles at the
Oceana Naval Air Station
near Norfolk, Va.
Earlier. Israeli Finance
Minister I'inhas Sapir said
in Jerusalem that Israel had
lost about (952 million in
combat gear in the lirst 100
hours of lighting
The most critical losses
involve at least 40 to 50
Israeli
fighter
bombers
representing up to 20 per
cent of the more than 300
fighters Israel had when the
fighting broke out.
Israeli
ambassador
Nimrli.i
1111111/
told
a
meeting ol American Jewish
leaders that we need time
and equipment "
Some division ol opinion is
reported within the Nixon
administration on how far to
go in resupplying Israel's
battle losses

ELEMENTS of the Slate

Pitts to leave Student Affairs
for position at U. of Colorado
• from page en.

teacher
veloper

** the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship (including tuition,
out-of-state fees, lab fees, the works)
** free flying lessons to those qualified

Previously. Pitts taught
special education in the
public school systems of
Hartford. Conn.. Wilmington. Del. and Chester. Pa.
He also has worked with the
Colorado slate department
of education as an instructor
of special education and as a

Pitts is a graduate of
Cheyney
State
College.
Cheyney. Pa., where he
received a II s in education
He holds an M.Ed in special
education from the University of Connecticut and an
Kd.S. from the University of
HarUord.

Special Prices on B.G.S.U. class
rings ...
Special Prices on Greek Jackets
Special Prices on Tee Shirts
and Jerseys...

"I have mixed feelings
about his leaving. I was glad
about
his getting
the
opportunity
to
advance
professionally.''
he said
"But I also thought he had a
lot to contribute to student
affairs "
Said Pitts: "It's a tough
thing to do. The kids are the

Taft Room, University Union

BALFOUR DAYS
Meet The National Representative For
Balfour. Greek, Jewelry, and Sportswear

DR.
EAKIN
said.
I
regretted
greatly
his
resignation. He had a lot to
contribute and was already
making
contributions
as
coordinator of
academic
liaison."

"I can leave now simply
because I have the best
(SDPI
staff,
the
most
devoted staff in the country
It's in good hands
"When people talk about
minority programs they talk
about us-through the state
and a lot of other places, too
1 feel really good about that
"It's been a good trip, but
I've got some other things to
do. I don't want to get
stagnant."

111:41

RCA compact stereo
with phonograph and
AM-FM-FM Stereo
radio.

BROWSERS are always
welcome at RJ's. Feel
free to visit our new
components room
where you'll find all the
popular brands in the
reasonable price range
— completely matched
amps and speakers for
best performance at
fairest price.

THREE DAY SALE!
AT GROSS PHOTO
YASHICA TL ELECTRO
rtl

50mm 19 Yashinon Lens
Case
Hot Shoe
Shutter Speeds 1 sec. 10
1/1000 sec
Shock Proof Electronic Meier
for Perfect Exposure

$

99 00

159 00

with F2.8 Auto
Ttfepboto Lens

199.00

• Powerful 10O watt peak power solid state
stereo amplifier features loudness. bass.
treble, balance, scratch filter, and Dimtmia IV
Spatial Sound controls plus solid state
reliability and cool operation
• 'Cushionaire I" sealed stereo speaker system
for high fidelity stereo sound. Each handsome
cabinet includes a 6" Elastomer Surround
wooler and a 3Vi" tweeter

NEED SERVICE?

AIREQUIPT 135

Fully Automatic
Exposure Setting
With Electronic
Controls
Extra-Wide 35mm
Color Yashinon DX
Lens.
Compact
Design-Fits into
Pocket or Purse
all these make the ELECTRO 35CC by far
the greatest No others will give you such
dynamic perspective effect, such perfection
in exposure, whether you shoot indoors, at
night or outdoors!

A great buy on a completely
remote stale protector 500
watt Lamp for super bnght
pictures and a remote control that allows you to change
shoes m either direction and
focus them too. all from the
comfort of an armchair The
Airequ.pt 135 accepts metal
and rotary trays as we* as
state stackers which handles
slides without the need of
loadinfl thtm into a tray
Retail

s^SALE MT1
D*Lux. Mod* 59.95

— Our complete factory-trained staff will give fast reasonablyA TASHKA rACTOtlY MrfltSWTATlVt WILL SHOW YOU THI MSUITS. YOU
WH.L SH FULLY DCVtlOKP AHO PWNTEO SHOTS MFOW LEAVWG THt
STOW. WHAT YOU SH IS WHAT YOU SETI

have special "banana"
R & W dorm TV antennas.

plugs and cable for

This demonstration «n» be b»ld at the following locations:
nm.lrt.il Mim-la*

«Mpt.

Hit* 12 lulu

THE DEN

J

Now, a professional - quality 35MM
camera that's easy to use, easy to own. The
TL-Electro features a solid-state "brain"
that simplifies operations Makes it easy to
take "pro'' quality pictures Stop by We
have it in stock

Yashica Electro 35 CC
Special Purchase

• Dimtnua IV Spatial Sound-A new feature
from RCA to give you an enhanced stereo
effect that surrounds you in sound This
compact stereo features circuitry which allows
you. with the addition of two speakers
(optional, extra), to enioy Drmensia IV Spatial
Sound by merely pressing the red Dimtnua IV
button
• Sensilive solid state AM-FM-FM Stereo tuner
Balanced flywheel vernier tuning. Tuning
meter Automatic Frequency Control Tuned RF stage in AM and FM Three IF stages in FM
and two in AM FM stereo indicator light
Lighted dial. Built-in antennas.
• StudiomatK changer plays all record sizes
automatically or manually HVi" turntable
Feather Action tone arm with RCA s Record
Protection System Pause Selector cueing
control 45 rpm adaptor Hinged dust cover

LOOK FOR THE LIGHT

priced service to all major brands. Tape decks a specialty. We

ALL DAY Thursday and Friday
10:00 to 5:00

most important thing here
They make the school III
miss my kids

Thurs., Oct. 11-7:30 p.m.

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

DEN

de-

All Interested Persons Welcome

CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE
STUDIES, ROOM 164, MEMORIAL HALL
PHONE 372-2176

At The

curriculum

BGSU
FLYING CLUB

ENTRY INTO THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICER COURSE
** $100 a month, tax free, during your junior and senior years

** a challenging job as an Air Force Officer upon graduation with a
minimum starting salary of $8,663 plus numerous fringe benefits
-plus** a future where the sky is no limit

Department were said by
sources to oppose a major
U.S. effort for fear of repercussions
in
the
oilproducing Arab nations that
oppose Israel.
Some Pentagon sources
said discussions involved
just how urgently Israel
needed replacements and
what kind of equipment
might be supplied

•
•
•
•

HOURS
Weekdays 'til 9
Saturday 'til 5

.
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Lock of state funding delays
plans for fine arts building
Planning for the University's new fine arts building
has stopped temporarily due
to a lack of state funding
Dr. Michael R Ferrari,
director of resource
planning, said the state
legislature, in its allocation
of funds for capital construction, did not list the
fine arts building for this
biennium
' We had been slated to
receive funds for the
biennium
1973-75." Dr.
Ferrari said
"But an
attitude is developing
among legislators that there
are too many buildings on
campuses They are calling
for a moratorium on
building "
Dr Ferrari said legislators also had been
influenced by the growth of
junior and technical colleges
and by declining enrollment
at universities.

Fulton, associate professor
of computer science and
chairman of the building
committee, said
The building would have
had facilities for music,
theater, dance and art.
Dr. Ferrari added that the
University risked losing
accreditation unless it gets
better facilities for fine arts
"The quality of our fine
arts department is probably
unexcelled throughout the
state." he said "But the
quantity and quality of our
current
space
is
inadequate,"

DR. FERRARI said
monies for two or three fine
arts buildings were
allocated to other universities, and administrators
here did not intend to let the
issue die.
"It bothers us very much
to see this money going to
schools whose fine arts
programs aren't as good as
ours." Dr Ferrari said

PLANNING for the K
million fine arts building
began last fall. I'I David

Artist Series to begin
The University s 1973-74
Artist Series will bring the
musical
(Jodspell" to
campus, along with a fiveweek series of films on art,
a world-famous symphony
orchestra, a classical pianist
and the National Dance
Company of Mexico
The series begins Sunday
with a performance by the
National Dance Company of
Mexico at 8 p.m
in
Anderson Arena
On Nov 5. the Artist
Series will present the
famed Budapest Symphony

contemporary
musical
Uodspell"
will be
presented by a national
louring company next spring
to close the series
Season ticket sales for the
series will be this week only
The tickets are 910 for adults
and $5 for students
Individual tickets will be
sold for each of these events
at $2.50 for adults and $1 50
(or students
The season tickets are
being sold in 405 Student
Services Bldg from 8 am
to 5 p.m.. and will be sold for
the last time at the "Fiesta
Folklonco"
performance
Sunday
They may be
purchased in person or by
mail.

ON JAN. 8. 15. 22 and 29
and Feb
5 "Museum
Without Walls
will be
presented
A series of
outstanding color films, the
movies
present
an
experience in the appreciation
and
understanding of art.
Concert Pianist Nerine
Barrett will appear Feb 15
The
highly-alclaimed

Mail
ticket orders,
including a check or money
order payable to the Artist
Series, should be sent to
Artist Series. 405 Student
Services
Bldg.
BGSU.
Bowling Green. Ohio. 43403

"We've written I don't know
how many letters trying to
get the money."
He
added
that
administrators hoped to be

able to demonstrate our
need to legislators by
inviting them to visit the
University, instead of
sending them reports and
statistics.

Girl taken to real home
SYDNEY. Australia
(API - Nola Garanamba. a
7-year-old aboriginal girl
taken from her white foster
family last month, is
learning to speak her real
parents' native tongue of
Burera.
She also is learning how to
live in the huddle of tree
bark huts which is now her
home
But her foster parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Athol Brown,
say they are still trying to
find ways to get the girl
back
The remote aboriginal
settlement where Nola was
taken is near Manigrida. 230
miles east of the northern
territory capital of Darwin,
where Nola spent six years
with the Browns
SHE WAS taken from
them without warning by
government officials and
returned to her real parents
who had promised Nola as a
bride to a nephew
The resulting storm of
public protest abated when
Gordon Bryant, minister of
aboriginal affairs, said Nola
would not marry for six to
eight years and could still
reject her husband-to-be.
Bryant was replaced as
minister Tuesday but it was
not suggested that the
change was related to his
handling of the affair.
Brown, who has six
children of her own. said.
"Nobodv has bothered to tell

us how Nola is. and we don't
believe reports that any
little girl could undergo that
transition without some bad
effect
"WE ARE missing her
terribly
Our home has
suddenly become very
dead." she added "We sent
most of Nola's clothes and
toys to Manigrida but 1 still
come across things of hers
around the house-things like
a pair of sandals and
tricycle she had as a baby.''

The chairmen of Ohio's Republican and Democratic
parties had predictably contrasting reaction yesterday
to the resignation of Vice
President Spiro T Agnew
Republican
Chairman
Kent B McGough. although
saying Agnew has "no
greater privileges than any
other citizen." said he
believes the vice president
stepped down "because of
the respect which he holds
for that office "
Democratic Chairman
William A Lavelle called it
a "cop-out at the highest
level." McGough issued the
following statement
"It has been reported to
me that the vice president
has resigned I note that he
indicated he did this in order

BankAmencard

OPFk£

President is the one who
should be resigning
Nancy McClure. 31. a bank
secretary in Columbus, said.
I'm sorry to hear it I like
Agnew I'm disappointed I
like Nixon, loo
"POLITICS aren't fair for
young, poor people.'' she
said "You either have to
have money or pull to make
it "
Jim Wilson, a 17-year-old
parking lot attendant in

"I believe that the
resignation of the vice
president evidences
the
respect which he holds for
that office, a respect which
he obviously shares with all
Americans "
Lavelle said "my reaction it was a great feeling
of despair for our country "

GET
3 LARGE COKES FREE

DOMINO'S
With the order of any
large pizza

Indoor Pool, Melos Sauna, Hydro Spa Whirlpool,
Lounge, many Other Extras

For the best Pizzas
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free

Call 352-5221

SWIM

Men s Hours
Tues & Thuis 12 noon 9pm

Mon.. Wed.. Fri 9am 9pm

Salurday 1? noon 4 p m

Tues, Thurs.. Sal 8 30am -11.30a m

Mon . Wed , Fn ? <t n> 9 <i m

Corner Seventh & High Sts.

Columbus, said. "1 think he
is guilty He's guilty of a lot
of other things, too If people
make political contributions, there should be
no strings attached
Mike Latella. a 19-yearold Columbus bank
employee, said.
"I really think he
admitted his guilt by not
contesting the action. I think
most politicians are guilty of
something None of them is
all that straight "

THURS. & FRI.

local Financing

RELAX

NO WFUNPS

"ATTORNEY GENERAL
Richardson also indicated
that he i Agnew I spared the
nation the agony of a long
trial The vice president, of
course, has no greater pnvi
leges than any other
citizen."
"He must suffer the same
consequences as any other
citizen."

OHIO'S slate auditor. Joseph T Ferguson, said he
was "sorry this had to
happen in a greal COUBtry
like America "
Officials in high places
should try to set a good
example lor other people."
Ferguson said.
Man-on-the-street
reaction was varied
"I think he should resign
So should Nixon.'' said Jack
Francis. 24, a security guard
in Columbus
''The

It's more fun
because at ours
we have
Coed Hours

SAUNA

AT-me

to spare the nation the agony
of a trial that could have
gone on for years

Bee Gee Health Spa

FROK

PAY ANpaeiN UP

■ewsajeisMetwCajtasaJ
Children hem the University nursery couldn't hove chosen a better day for a
tricycle trip around inner campus. The youngster in the lead seemed mere
aniious than the others to complete yesterday's campus tour.

Ohioans react to resignation
By The Associated Press
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Washington semester open to students
A chance to combine academic work with practical
experience is being offered
to
University
students
through
the
Washington
Semester Program at the
American
University.
Washington. DC
Two positions are available with the possibility of
more openings being offered
at a later date, according to
Paul C'appuzzello. assistant
to Dr Richard Giardina.
Washington Semester Program representative.
"Last year we sent four
students
since
some
universities were unable to
fulfill
their
m-quota

positions." he said
SCHOLARSHIPS,
made
available
through
the
Parents'
Club and
the
Provost's office, will be
awarded to the two bestqualified students
C'appuzzello
said
the
American
University's
spring semester, from Jan
10 to May 4. equals the
University's
winter
and
spring quarters Thus, the
program is worth 30 quarter
hours
The major thrust of the
program is to give students
a chance to confront persons

involved
with
the
individual's
special
interests.

Development Semester and
the Washington Urban
Semester.

"When a paper or a
project is assigned, students
must go right to the source
to get
the
information
needed." C'appuzzello said.

The Washington Semester
program is open to all
students and proposes to
provide a realistic picture of
the
processes
of
government

"This allows the students
to
utilize
the
unique
facilities
in
Washington,
such as the interest groups,
offices and libraries "
The program is divided
into four semesters, the
Washington Semester, the
Foreign Policy Semester,
theInternational

IT
CONSISTS
of
a
seminar, a project and a
course or internship. In
addition, a student may
schedule another half course
from the regular curriculum
offerings of the American
University.
The

Foreign

Policy

Alumni career festival planned
Students at the University
will be given an opportunity
to learn how their college
majors and personal needs
relate to occupations and
career options within Ihc
employment world
Hi I 15-19 will be devoted
to career education and will
culminate with an Alumni
Career Festival on Friday.
Oct 19
Thirty six
returning
alumni will teach claiKI
and advise undergraduates
regarding their knowledge
ol the employment world as

it relates to educational
experiences
within
the
University
ALUMNI will be available
lo discuss careers Oct 19
Irom
1 SO-J 30
at
the
lollowing locations
Advertising.
F.nglish.
journalism.
law.
publications,
radio
and
lelevison on the Library's
ground floor,
-Industrial positions in
the Forum. Student Services
Itldg
-Psychology .■ the second
floor
lounge.
Student

Car Wash r- Gulf —
gas
15 gal. Free Wash
10 gal. 50'
5 gal. 75e
RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN

Super Saturday Special
Oct. 13

Services Bldg.,
-Business. Memorial Hall
ground floor.
•-Finance.
Business
Administration Bldg .
--Education.
Education
Bldg .
-Math, science and health
fields. Math Science Bldg
THE WEEK will begin
with a film series lo be
shown at the dormitories
and
Commuter
Center.
Titles
include
"Work.
What's It
All About."
"Preparing for the World of
Work" and "Preparing for
Jobs of the70's."
THE WEEK will begin
with a film series to be
shown at the dormitories

and commuter center. Titles
include Work. What's It All
About. "Preparing for the
World
of
Work"
and
"Preparing for Jobs of the
70s.''
Showings will be Oct 15 at
6:15 p.m. in the Rogers
(Quadrangle Main Lounge.
Oct
16 at 4 15 pin
In
Founders Quadrangle east
lounge, and again at 9 p.m.
in the I i.in iiw cafeteria,
Kreischer Quadrangle.
Other showings will be
Oct. 17 at 3:15 p.m. in the
Commuter Center's study
lounge and at 8:30 p.m. in
the main lounge, Offenhauer
Towers.

J & G Pizza & Restaurant
The Best Pizza
& Greek Food In Town:
Open Hours 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fit, Sat. til 2:00 a.m.
440 E. COURT ST. - RIGHT ACROSS
FROM THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.
FOR CARRY OUT — 353-8565

Semester
includes
a
seminar and an independent
research
project
or
internship.
The program's purpose is
to provide students with an
opportunity to observe and
study the foreign policy
decision-making community

in Washington and to
become familiar with the
governmental, international
and private activities which
contribute to the United
States' posture in world
affairs.
A

multidisciplinary

ap-

THIS PROGRAM includes
seminars and conferences
with
policy-makers
in

government
and
international organizations,
an independent research
project or internship,

17 Hi i«lu.-.
18 Covernmenl
bureau.
1° Sea snails.
20 Kimono aeah.
21 Highway sicn.
22 Boom of a iiorl.
23 Carrying: Colloq.
26 Coxcomb.
28 Winki.
32 Weddinc words.
35 Likewise.
37 Raise wilh (real
efforl.
38 Irish or Welsh
40 School hook.
42 Be of use.
43 At riihl ancle*
lo a ship's keel.
15 War vessel: Abbr.
46 Frilly carmrnt*.
48 Danish export.
10 Set forth.
12 i II.-.ii.-.1
16 Compass |il.
10 Diminutive
suffixea.
60 Type of music.
62 Headwear for a
cardinal.
64 Maine's symbol.

'
2
1
4
1
6
7
8
•
in
11
12
13
1.1
20
24
21
27
29
30
31
32

Reg. $15.00 - $16.00

SAVE
THE
NEWS
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55
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44
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49

1
53

6'

64
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33 1 I1111I11 deilv.
34 f raport of North
i ifrira.
36 i haranrristirs.
30 1 rackle..
41 I nnoved
c M ].mi.in.HI
44 ] nsect.

Ir^
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IS I

1
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47

lo

1

B

H?0

■

H

38

i
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17 T.n for baby.
40 Mark with tpota
of color.
11 Road.
13 Alpine reeled,
11 Tvpe of hoard.
1.1 Acts.
16 \iii)n.r Xnibler.

■

17 Sou of Xdam.
-0. pim
.. ,
',,«,
M ,n
* ',,',"""
manner,
M (.0 speedily.
64 Seed case.
■

by Garry Trudeau

Me
vw?

Weekend Special

Pep Rally Luncheon Special

for

19

IW1WN
uurn>
' oles.
Part of an emrrr'job.
Blemish
Authorisation:
Abbr.
Curb.
Thai i»: Let.
Through.
Number of a Mr!.
Srlfiah mono.
poli/er: Phrase.
Be beholden
(to).
Conn.. Ma«s..
etc.
Peruvian Indian.
Rerilen.
Hyporriliral
sorrow.
Indolent.
Can. prov.
Highlander.
Dessert.
Like aome timber.
Poetic timea.
Spanish painter.
Type of type:
Abbr.

H0WD07
WHO

Corduroy Slacks

'■

J

id

6S Clan Bow Iwilh
"The").
66 An absolute ruler.
67 Brie or blue.
68 Moisture.
6° Briliih isle and
cathedral rily.

For
additional
information
contact
Dr.
Richard Giardina. 26 Shatzel
Hall. Application deadline is
Oct 26

DOONESBURY

Entertainment Thurs. & Fri. Night

Kent State vs. Bowling Green

1

'7* Gen 1 Pesiuiei Corp

ACROSS
1 Label for oddmenu: Abbr.
S V.n Winkle.
8 Man of mjrlh.
14 Ce before.
16 Seoll character.

REQUIREMENTS

considered) and a basic
course in political science or
an American government
course.

applicants include scholastic
achievement, demonstration
of an ability to do independent study, at least a 2 5
grade average, junior or
senior
standing
(Cappuzzello
said
sophomores will
be

The Washington Urban
Semester explores the
nature of urban problems
and political processess and

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copi

is open to all majors.
Regular classes with the
faculty,
extensive
field
seminars
with
political
leaders with experience in
urban affairs and an independent research project in
the student's area of interest
are offered.

proach to the study of
political
and
economic
development under a Jmember faculty team is
featured in the International
Development Semester.

0OY.AM
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see you! m
NAME'S MIK£

powesevRi
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0H, HO... Ih NOT
L00KIN6 FOK iOU.
I'M INVOV/eP IN
A Lire ox ptATH
StARCH FOB A
Nm-YEM-0W
I 0OYI

OH
I

11 a.m. • 1 p.m.

Kent Student Center Snack Bar

*10"

NOW

Barbeque Chicken Dinner
with short order items
•3.00 value for only

Corduroy Tote Bags
Reg. $7.00

Post-game Happy Hour
Kent Student Center Rathskeller
Free Entertainment With
"Cannonball"
B««r, Pizza ft More

CAMPUS CALENDAR
I'hursday. October II. 1973

$349

NOW

4-6 p.m.

The Flying Club will hold j meeting tonight at 7 30 in
Ihe Tall Room of the Union
New members of Phi F.la Sigma Irom the Whiter and
Spring pledge classes may pick up their certificates
and keys in 218 University Hall a( 2 00 Mondays. 4 00
Tuesdays, and 3 5 Thursday -

Powder Puff
525 Ridge

The Campus Crusade for (hnsl will hold a meeting
lonight at 7 00 in Ihe Alumni Room of Ihe Union The
meeting will center on college life, and anyone
interested Is welcome lo attend

N. of McDonald West

THURSDAY IS STUDINT NIGHT. ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.

7:15
9:10

The Inler-Varsitv Christian Fellowship will hold a
meeting tonight al 6 00 in Prout Chapel lor fnsbees
and fellowship

7:15
9:35
NOW PLAYING

HELD OVER - 2nd WEEK
Audiences are standing up and applauding.

'

WALKING
TALL

THE MOST READ BOOK ON • CAMPUS

IS NOW ON SCREEN!

AiTHE

•BEST
AMERICAN
MOVIE OF
THE
YEAR.'

EXPERIMENT
Horrod College.. where free,
liberated relations between
coed students are encouraged

»o"i"| Siijrw

*•. A BCP PioductK

•::••

THE POWERFUL
AND TRUE

sronvof

SHERIFF
BUFORO PUSSER
WHO COULDN'T
BE BOUGHT..
COULDN'T BE
KILLED
Co<s

Jl IROM■ ONI RAMA RUIASING

•■UCI.W!

e.L,

"ONE OF
* ,TNE FIVE
'BEST

NOW
PLAYING

7:15 - 9:15

PICTURES OF

THE YEAR!"
Votncn icoft U t I

JP

—***- CL3SSIFIED «•»

"TATUM O'NEAL
HASAN
EXPRESSIVE FACE
AND A NATURAL
ACTING TALENT
THAT COULD
EARN HER AN
ACADEMY
AWARD!"
-Vernon Seen, U.P.I.

Royal Green Inlormation Night
Open to all
interested freshman, sophomore, and junior women
who would like more information on Royal Green rush
activities The meeting will be from 7 00-9 00 tonight
in the Ohio Room ol the I'nion

RIDES
Need ride to Ml Vernon.
Ohio Can leave anytime
after 2 00 pm Fndav.
Oct 12 Ph 352-6295
LOST AND FOUND
Lost Br & bl. German
Shepard Vicinity of S
Main 4 Lehman Can be
contacted at 327 S Main
Lost 5 - month old black
cat Answers to Peeps,
female Reward - call
Gail. 352-1565
Camera lost- 7 pm
10 7 73 107 I' Hall
No.2277589.
lens
No2869523 (15 reward
upon
return
No
questions asked' Contact
Steve 915 Of ( w 372-3903
Lost Beat up brown fell
hat Left in Kohl lounge
Sunday
Sentimental
value
Please return
Call 352-6767

HELP WANTED
Waitress wanted for
groovy new night club
Call 8746649 alter 400
pm.
Wanted Girls from 11-2
shift days
Apply in
person only at Roy
Rogers.
Job opportunity lor oncampus student interested in Astrology II you

need extra cash send
your name, birthdate.
year, place, and hour ol
birth 10 CAMPUS ASTROLOGY.
Box 397.
Aberdeen. South Dakota.
57401 No fees, this is a
bonafide job offer

Hostess 9-2 Tues
Fn 352-6332.

thru

Waitress needed
Byrnwyck Country Club.
Maumee. Ohio
Phone 865-2391
Organist 4 a choir director Send resume to
St
Mark's Lutheran.
B G .
co
Harold
Oberhaus.
Help Wanted
Big Harnev
1000 S Main

Apply al
Carwash.

Delivery people, waiters,
waitresses Apply in person. Pagliai's Starling
pay SI 70 hr
WANTED
Need one to sub-lease
apt with 2 other guvs
Call Keith 352-6176
Lead
guitarist
needs
band Call Bill 352-8060
I I to share house. 1 bk
from campus - own bedroom $50 m Call 3627475.
Co-ed to live in now or
Winter quarter Room 4

Brownsville
Station.
Fri . Oct
19 al the
Toledo Sports Arena
Tickets $4 50 in advance
al Finders Records

Delman 3544574 or 3722301
_

Share country home with
3 f. students Own room
15 mm
from BG
$65 nui Phone 832 4447

Buy a chance lo win a 10speed Peugeot. 50< each
or 3 lor $1 00. available
from Mortar Board
member. 2-2151. or in
Irontol Union Oct 15. II
12 30

AH amp 50w RMS CH
$150 or best offer 3527851

1 male roommate for 2man apl Campus Manor
Call 352-7742

Sign up for Sorority Fall
rush until Oct 12 in 14"
Student Services

Mobile home with shed
Excellent condition Best
offer Call 354-3901

board in exchange for
babysitting and lighi
housework Own trans
823-7652
One man to I all four man
apartment - Cherry Hill
Village. No.32 352-0902

1 m rmte. (or apt For
Info call 352-8954

SERVICES OFFERED
Need a band* I handle all
types Rock. soul, dance,
combos All area bands
all prices Groups available lor Homecoming
Call Chris 352-6831
mornings.
Like sailing* Charier a 22
Footer $10 00 person or
$40 00 a dav 352-7387 or
507 Ed Bldg.
Reliable Abortion service 24 hour service
Clinic close to area 1 to
24 week terminated by
licensed cerldied obstetrician gynecologist
Immediate arrangements will be made with
no hassle. Call collect
216631-1557
Gigantic second annual
Garage sale at the
FAMILY
TREE
1 Toledo s only
residential Drug Rehabilitation Center 1 807 N
Superior Sal Sun . Get
13-14 trom 10 am lo 5
pm.
Auto repair
Virtually
anything done Reasonable rates Call 3544693.
LesorBill
SPANISH
TUTOR
Experienced
services
352-5613 evenings
CHINESE TOPS TO
SPIN THE WORKING
HAND CRAFT CENTER. SlSConneaut.

PERSONALS
Black Oak Arkansas and

MEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No
experience required Excellent pay Worldwide
travel Perfect summer
job or career Send $3 00
lor
information
SEAPAX,
Dept
IJ-I5
P0
Box 2049. Port
Angeles.
Washington
96362
Two BG students have
already visited England
to intern in open classrooms We are inviting
inquiries Irom a third
and fourth for winter and
spring quarters
Accommodation is pre-arranged
and
is
reasonable
16 credit
hours may be earned
Please phone us al
Experimental Studies. 222S6. or call in at 540-1
Education Building

I'sed Slingerland drums.
7 piece 354 1614 between
land5_

Sony TC-355 tape deck
5465 Garrard turntable,
both S165 Gary 352 6446

Guitar mos old
Dave

Kpiphone. 3
!WI 372-1564

Pentax HI 35mm SLR
camera Hard leather
case. GE exposure
meter UV filter. Crossscreen filler
3722901
Mr Fanley
New boys 10 speed
bicycles Derailleur.
chain guard,
racing
handlebars, elc Really
decent. $100 plus value
lor $79 00 352-3406 or 113
Liberty St

AUTOS FOR SALE
66 Ford Fairlane. Excellent
condition
mechanically. $300 3520647
56 Chev Best ofler bv
Uth Oct Even 352-0414

"Non-Violent
Education ' First in a series
under the title. What's A
School For"
Richard
Burke, educational psychology instructor is the
speaker Tonight at > 15.
room 111 Life Sciences

72 Vega Hatchback Excellent cond $1600 or
best oiler Ph 352-0844

NEED MONEY" Cash
paid lor blood plasma
donations Weekly earnings
Blood Plasma
Donor Center. 610
Monroe. Toledo. Ohio
Phone 255-3535

71 Fiat 850 Spider • only
18.000 miles New exhaust system 25 mpg in
town
$1800
353-9221
alters

FOR SALE

62 Chew Pickup
Camper $400 352-4325

&

67 CMC Window Van
Call 352-0646 alter 6 pm

Pontiac Catalina 66
Good cond $300 372-3906
ask for Dale

15 cu It relrlg Like
new Ph 352-6041 after 3
p.m.

69
Pontiac Lemans.
power steering. A/C.
cruise control. $600 Ph
352-2712 alter 6pm

Panasonic RE7671 stereo
system receiver, speakers, turntable, dust
cover. flSO. Rick

1962 Galaxie 500 Good
condition
Best offer
Call 352-4061

ThurWoy, Ociob.. 11. 1*73. Tho tO Nows/Poo. 7

AAets vault into World Series
NEW YORK (API - Yogi
Berra stood under a delightful champagne shower,
enjoying every drop. For a
manager who supposedly
was being fired in July, he'd
come an awfully long way
"Let me savor this victory." he said, wiping the
bubbly from his eyes after
New York's Cinderella Mets

had won the National
League championship with a
7-2 victory over the Cincinnati Reds in the fifth and
deciding game of the
championship playoffs
The squat, craggy-faced
manager deserved some
savoring. He'd been fired by
the fans and by the press in
midseason when the Mets
tumbled to last place in the

lee houne happenings

■"■

■
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East Division, a dozen
games out of first
"We were dead three
months ago." observed
veteran Met Ed Kranepool.
"and dead one month ago."
BUT THEY'RE very
much alive right now.
"We just want to win four
more games, just four
more." said Berra who
became only the second
-
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manager in baseball history
to win pennants in both
leagues
"You gotta believe!"
shouted Tom Seaver. repeating the catch-phrase the
Mets rode all the way to the
top "We made it and I
believe!"
Seaver pitched yesterday's clincher and beat the
Reds with ninth-inning help
,
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Mason guides veterans
By Du Gariield
Assistant Sports Editor
When Jack Vivian left his Bowling Green hockey posl to
join Nick Miletis ranks with the Cleveland Crusaders last
spring, he left a growing college hockey team, fine facilities
and a host ol returning lettermen
Ron Mason, from l.ake Superior Slate College, is very
fortunate as he inherits past Vivian-coached players
In six meetings with BU. Mason s Lake Superior teams
took four of six contests, including last year's two heated
battles
Like Vivian. Mason laid the groundwork, in addition to
building his college teams into national contenders
"AT LAKE Superior, hockey is the number one sport, so
we gol the aid for scholarships we needed lo have a
successful squad. Mason remarked
"Here at Bowling Green, football is the number one sport
so we are limited to the number of grants we can give out "
It will take the fans here at BG some time before they get
comfortable" with Mason
"Fans at BG don't grow up with hockey like up north in
Sault Saint Marie." said Mason. "They don't know about a
team going up and down, and reaching its peak, in addition
to the roughness ol the schedule
"The fans have lo have an education with hockey." he
added
THE ROUGHNESS of the schedule and flock of lettermen
go hand in hand this year Losing only four men lo graduation, and adding NCAA power Boston University, in
addition to the Air Force Academy, is enough for any team
to get a good workout.
But Mason likes the toughest schedule he can get his
hands on.

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
WE HAVE
PINK CHABLIS
& OTHER WINES
(Free Delivery!

Phone 352-1411 or 352-1421

I believe the only way a team gets better is to play the
best." said Mason
But what happened last year" Hi; had a host of veterans, a
tough schedule, but a losing season (although a ITHA
championship)
Most of the players grew up with a fairly weak schedule,
and as Jack i Vivian' made the schedules more demanding,
some of the players never became accustomed to it. and last
year it showed when Bit played some of the best teams in
the country and they weren i prepared to play Ihem."
Mason said about last year's eariy- and middle-season
slumps
NOTHING IS certain for Mason's squad which took to the
ice one week ago.
"I'm keeping three men as goalies lone is veteran puckstopper Donny Boydi. and most everyone that saw action a
lot last season.'' he said
"Our positions forward iall three lineal .11 c the strongest
of any positions on the squad, said Mason "We have three
solid lines "
"I've been noted for coaching a physical team, bul I stress
aggressiveness all the time, and a lot of stress on reaction
timing.'' he added
Mason said he believes that if a hockey player can skate
well and show good reaction and aggressiveness, that's just
what he s looking for

from ace reliever Tug
McGraw after the Mets had
put together a wild four-run
rally to snap a tie in the fifth
inning
A huge Shea Stadium
crowd that started chanting.
"Were No I, We're No 1!"
during the big outburst,
spilled onto the field despite
the presence of dozens of
policemen, creating a
tumultuous victory scene
when McGraw recorded the
final out.
THE WIN gave the Mets
their third triumph in this
besl-of-five series and put
them in the World Series
The game was delayed
several times in the Heds'
ninth because of demonstrative fans
I'leon Jones contributed
three hits to the Mets'
attack, including a double
during the treakish fifth
when a string ot strange hits
and misses helped New
York gain four runs in its
decisive rally.
Now the miracle Mets.
I2'i games back at one
stage and in last place on
Sept 1. go into the World
Series in an attempt to
duplicate the astounding
championship of 1969.
We can do it." said a
happy, gum-chewing Willie
Mays while champagne
corks and photographer's
flashbulbs popped all around
him in the celebrative
victors' dressing room

Tom S«av*f

LASALLE*S

Radio /haek| BLOCKBUSTER

"GIGANTIC
BOOK SALE
Sale H" to $995
40% to 80% off

SAVE *20 THRU OCTOBER 21
ON THIS REALISTIC AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER 7Q95

it

Regular 99"

Published from '3.95 to '25.00
• Choose from "ART TO ZOOLOGY"
• Deluxe Editions and Collector's Items
• Novels, Adventure and Non-Fiction

Early Bird Specials
WEEKEND SPECIAL

One Dozen
Daisies
$150
Cash and Carry

The Flowerhouse
428 E. Wooster St.

"The Color Library of Art"

99

each
Published at '3.95

I ,-, ..i. ini.nii- -IN,.
yi"H Sll'H
IIS • •nymi-i-fl-.l fen .. '.I'-

This Illustrated Art Series presents a rich panarama of World's
Gieat Art. - Old Masters. Impressionists and Modern Giants as
well as treasured art forms of Europe. Africa, Middle East & the
Orient plus biography of each painter
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SAVE EVEN MORE ON A COMPLETE MUSIC SYSTEM
SAVE OVER '39 ON SYSTEM NO. I

"The Immortal Gibran"

Reguiai Separate
items Pn< • •

$100

353-1045

H I ''«■■
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16995

each

ATTENTION ALUMNI & STUDENTS:
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Stay At The

Fort Findlay Motor Inn
Findlay, Ohio
201 South Main St. 422-5431
Colored TV's, plush rooms, convenient
dining facilities, beautiful cocktail lounge.
MAKE RESERVA TIONS NOW!

- FEATURING m i ^>«- 1
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Char Broiled Steaks and
Chop*
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Twt. thru Sal.
7:M-I
Sundays 7:30 - 7:M
mKASTWOOSTKK
BANQIKTR(M)M

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Published from »2.75 to '4.95
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39 9S

The Broken Wings
Tears of Laughter
Mirrors of the Soul Nature of Love
The Procession
Thoughts & Meditations
A Self Portrait
The Voice of the Master
Spirits Rebellious
The Wisdom of Gibran
Spiritual Sayings of Kahili

"Famous Durabind Classics"

SAVE $68 ON SYSTEM NO. II
The RMhttM • MA U *M FM MffM
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Published at '1.50 to '2.25
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Separate
Horns. Pr« i-

HIMIUMI

259 90
l "

19190
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Each Volume in Hardbound Edition
Over 25 Titles to Choose From

Childrens Book Sale

c

Pick I In You, FREE (974 RADIO SHACK ELECTRONICS CATALOG

$ 98

29 «to 2

Radio
/hack

ea.

Published at'1.00 to'7.95
ACTIVITY BOOKS - PICTURE BOOKS

DEALER

LITTLE FOLKS AND TEENAGER BOOKS
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Homecoming or Dad's Day
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■■ ■•• ■• '""■■ us
1500 8*

Laiall* i Second Floor - Bowling Oraon, Oh.

iooJt For This Sign
In Your Neighborhood
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BG offense ranks high
ByJackO'Breia
Kxecative Sports Filler
The Big Orange offensive
football machine may make
the difference when the
Falcons meet the Flashes in
a Mid American Conference
(MAC) tilt Saturday afternoon at Kent.
Bowling Green ranks first
in the league and seventh
nationally in scoring with an
average of 38 points per
game.
Falcon tailback Paul
Miles leads the MAC in both
rushing and individual
scoring. Miles ranks sixth in
the nation among major
college rushers with an
average of 133 yards per
outing. He is also tied for
second place nationally in
scoring with an average of
12 points a contest

Taylor ranks second In toe
MAC In kick scoring and
seventh in overall scoring
with an average of 6 5 points
per game. Taylor has cooverted 17 of It extra point
attempts and three of five
field goal attempts
As a team the Falcons
lead the league in rushing offense, averaging 241.3 yards
per outing, and are second in
forward passing offense,

specialisl

Don

Tickets
Approximately ISO reserved seat tickets for
Saturday's Kent-Bowling
Green football game at Kent
were still available as of 5
p.m. yesterday.
These tickets are priced at
$5 each and can be purchased at the Memorial Hall
ticket office from 9 a.m.
until noon and from 1-5 p.m.
A total ol 500 student
general admission tickets
priced at $2 are available (or
Saturday's 1.30 p.m. MidAmerican Conference clash,
according to Kent State
Athletic officials
The general admission
tickets will go on sale at 8
.i in at gate C (the south end
zone) of Dix Stadium the
day of the game.

of 254 yards and 10.5 points
per outing.

second half for a 46-33 come-

IN FOUR games, the
Falcons have scored 20
touchdowns while Kent has
allowed its opponents four.

Defensively, Kent is
second in the MAC behind
Miami in both total defense
and defense against scoring.
The Flashes are allowing
tbelr opponents an average

Bowling Green leads the
series between the two MAC
members. 24-11-6. In 1971,
the last time the two squads
met at Kent, the Falcons
scored 33 points in the

The Flashes may be without the services of tbelr two
starting offensive guards for
Saturday's 1:30 p.m. tussle.
Both Jon Hyde and Rick
Gembar are listed as doubtful starters according to this
week's Kent State press
release. Both players were
injured in last Saturday's 3915 victory over Western
Michigan.
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QUARTERBACK
Reid
Lamport stands third in the
conference in forward passing behind Toledo's Gene
Swick and Kent's Greg
Kokal
Lamport also is
second in the league in total
offense with 677 yards He
has completed 37 of 67
passes for 624 yards and six
touchdowns
Kicking

averaging 167.8 yards a
contest. In total offense, the
Falcons are rolling up 409
yards per battle to top the
conference. Kent is third,
averaging 365.8 yards per
game

from-behind victory.

Las Vegas oddsmakers
have made the Flashes
seven point favorites over
the Falcons. An MAC record
crowd is expected for the
contest. The largest attendence for a league game
is 26,860 fans at the ToledoBowling Green clash in 1971

I ft ad 6 r

Kant Slot* quarterback Grog Kokal runs throo yank for a
touchdown in last Saturday's 39-15 triumph ovor Western
Michigan.

Kenny White

Coach aids Greathouse's reform
There was a standard rap
on Jesse Greathouse when
be came to Bowling Green
three years ago and it has
shadowed him throughout
his football career.
The report read as sucb"A very physical player who
is not afraid of contact, good
size, excellent range, adequate speed and very
coachable. His hands are
questionable, altitude Is
superior and he is a smart
athlete."
Potentially the 6-foot. 180pound Cleveland, O.. native
had (he ability to blossom
Into an outstanding
defensive back. But no onenamely a coach-took the
time or effort to mold his
talents.
Eventually the potential
'which was there developed
many rough edges from Its
lack of work. Greathouse
consequently found himself
in a precarious dilemma

Mark (Hover says:

Simpson follows I
famous footsteps
O. J. Simpson is chasing a movie star.
The Hollywood hero he is pursuing goes by the name of
Jim Brown. I'm sure you have seen Brown in such films as
"The Dirty Dozen" and "Slaughter."
Before Brown began his illustrious movie career, he
occupied himself by becoming the greatest running back in
the history o( pro lootball.

concerning his football
future and riding the bench
did not present many
solutions.
But with the horse taking
a different color this year.
Greathouse is the starting
monsterback-strong safety
in the new defensive set upfor the Falcons (his year.
He is making (be plays demanded of his position
Greathouse is a smart,
steady ballplayer who is one
of the main cogs in the Soul
Patrol. To go along with
thai, he is cool and conf idem
in not only himself but his
ability
GREATHOUSE has
undergone a complete meta
morphasis and the individual responsible for the
turnabout from a player of
defensive ability to
prowness is his coach Larry
Coyer.
"The man (coach Coyerl
has really helped me get It
together." Greathouse said
in the noisy BG quarters
after Saturday's win over
Toledo. "Ever since we
started practice he told me
to forget thinking and just
play your game."
Coach Coyer has his
defensive backs playing a

W

pro-type secondary-four
deep backs playing man-toman. Each back is
responsible for a man rather
than an area in the conventional zone and the
results of (he experiment
are very encouraging.
"1 don't worry about
making mistakes because
there is always a man
behind me." Greathouse
pointed out "I try not to
depend on the fact that there
will be help, but it helps you
(o concentrate on your game
better "
In the new secondary
setup. Greathouse Is
considered a strong safety.
His job on running plays is to
play the run (ough, string it
out or turn i( inside When it
comes to defending the pass,
(he hard-hitting Greathouse
usually draws the assignment to track the footsteps
of a tight end or an assigned
player
The Grealhouse progress
chart gives the following apin.ns.il SII far so good,
maybe even excellent. Surprise is a word (hat could be
scratched from the context
because the ability was
always there
I only played a half year

•TH1 THliVKCA"

JIM Brown's rushing records established between 1957
and 1965 stand as landmarks to measure the accomplishments of all great running backs. O. J. Simpson currently is
threatening to break one ol Brown's greatest records.
In 1963. Brown rushed for 1.863 yards in a single season for
the Cleveland Browns This is the record lootball experts
claimed unbreakable, and it is the same record that
Simpson has a good chance of breaking this year.
The explosive running back (or (he Buffalo Bills already
has nelled a phenomenal 647 yards in his first four NFL
games At (his ra(e. he will be the first player in history to
gain 2.000 yards rushing in a single season.
SIMPSON, for all practical purposes, will most likely fall
short of the 2.000-yard plateau, but his performances thus
far are enough to make coaches tremble and linebackers
suspicious
The star from Southern California proved he was ready (o
break records in his firsl game against the New England
Patriots In that game. Simpson ran for 250 yards including
an 80-yard jaunt from scrimmage in the first period. This
day's work gave Simpson the NFL rushing record for a
single game.
A week laler. the San Diego chargers "held" Simpson to a
mere 103 yards The Buffalo rusher had another "mediocre"
game the following week. In a 9-7 triumph over (he New
York Jets. Simpson gained 123 yards
JUST to prove he was no slouch. Simpson again ran
masterfully this weekend against the Philadelphia Eagles
gaining 171 yards.
The fine game against the Eagles has suddenly raised talk
of potential record breaking by the young runner Simpson
has rushed for over 100 yards in four straight games. He is
nearly 300 yards ahead of his nearest competitor in rushing
and is closing in on the mark of Jim Brown
Comparisons are. of course, inevitable. Jim Brown wore
number 32 on his jersey in the pros. Simpson likewise wears
number 32 on his back. Both men have strength and speed to
separate them from normal runners and angry tacklers
SIMPSON has even appeared in movies and television as
an actor Perhaps he will challenge Brown in the acting
department after he has finished his career in pro football.
Comparing these two men is great fun in bull sessions and
gives Howard Cosell something to say at halftlme on
Monday night football. Yet. one must realize that Simpson
has to remain consistent for a long time before approaching
the all-time marks of Brown.
Simpson fills the role of "super runner" for the time
being. He inherits a position that has been vacant since
Brown's retirement from the game in 1965. Only future
seasons will determine whether he is capable of equaling
Brown. Still, the young Simpson appears more than capable
of achieving great status.

last season and that wasn't
enough. I guess I just didn't
have confidence in myself to
perform well." Greathouse
said while slowly shaking his
bowed head in an effort to
forget
some
bitter
memories.
Things got so bad for
Greathouse the year before
that he was given a trial as a
linebacker because of his
physical play. That move
turned out to be a complete
bust, along with being a
severe blow to his ego.
"I ONCE doubted if I
could ever play football...anywhere," Greathouse said. "It got to a point
I couldn't do somethings
simply because someone
told me 1 couldn't do it. And
you know what, 1 couldn't."
This is where Coyer
stepped in and gave Grealhouse a new lease on life.
And there is no one more appreciative than Grealhouse
himself.
Even after last Saturday's
win there was an incident
that finally convinced Greathouse he was not performing
in a dream world.
Greathouse. who is still
looking for his first
collegiate interception, saw
another attempt flutter
through his hands.
In the locker room afterwards, coach Coyer told his
defensive stalwart not to
worry about the missed
theft since it was his fault
for not spending the necessary time working on Greathouse's hands.
"That really made me feel
good because I've never had
a coach tell me something
like that before But when I
do get it, I'll be together."
he said with a mild grin.
The mild-mannered defender would relish nothing
more than to get that first
interception in the upcoming
clash with Kent State
against Greg Kokal and his
flying circus in the Flashes'
backyard.

A good performance at
Kent this weekend before
home fans would also quiet a
lot of Greathouse s critics
who said he would never
make the grade in major
college football.
"KENT HAS very good
speed-pro speed to be
exact." Greathouse explained with a serious look
on his face. "But in the last
three ball games it has come
down to us (Soul Patrol) to
put the stopple in the dike."
A very interesting note
could be made that Tony
Bell, the free safety, is the
leading tackier on the team
with 67 stops And that indicates one of two things-a
spasmodic front line or one
helluva defensive back.
Greathouse did indicate
however that the Soul Patrol
would not adjust their game
plan in anyway in an effort
to stop the speed of Kent
"We're going to play what
we've been taught and that's
to play man-to-man." he
said.
"They (Kent) have to
respect us and if they are
going to get anything, they
are going to have to work for
it. We're not going to play a
zone. There's no use of us to

run. they're the ones who
have to score. " he said.
So with a job cut out for
himself and his cohorts this
weekend there will be two
goals Greathouse will be out

Swami says:
Bawling Greta over Kent by 4
Miami over Obla by I
Toted* aver Western by 7
Oklabam a aver Texas by 5
Okie Stale aver Wlacaaala by 14
Mlcbigaa aver Mlckigaa State by (
Alabama over Florida bv It
Nebraska aver Mtaaoari by 13
Ankara over LSI) by 2
Natre Dame aver Rice by tl
t*m**»t*t»»»»»»»tn
tft*r*»tf *»»»**»»»

Orioles beat A's
OAKLAND (AP) - The
Baltimore Orioles, after
trailing Oakland 4-0 and
appearing helpless against
the pitching of Vida Blue,
beat the A's 5-4 yesterday on
late home runs by Andy
Etchebarren and Bobby
Grlch to send the American
League playoffs to the fifth
game.
Grich broke a 4-4 tie when
he led off the eighth inning
with a 385-foot homer off A's
reliever Rollie Fingers.
Etchebarren had tied the
score one inning earlier with
a three-run blast off lefthander Blue

to personally set-to stop the
Flashes and lo snow his
critics that standard rap is
that of a football player
rather than a bench
warmer.

Southpaw Grant Jackson.
Baltimore's third reliever of
the game, got credit for the
victory, which put the
Orioles in position to win
their
fourth
league
championship in five years.
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12131477 M74 or 477 5493

The A's. defending world
champions, will pitch 21game winner Jim "Catfish"
Hunter here today
The Orioles are expected
to start 23-year-old Doyle
Alexander.

Intramural notes
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Entries are available for
the intramural (IM) golf and
cross country meets The
golf tournament will be held
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. on the
University Golf Course.
Entries are due tomorrow.
The cross country meet
will be held Thursday. Oct.

18 at 4:30 p.m. The distance
will be two miles over a
modified IM course. Entries
are due Oct. 16.
Entry forms are available
from fraternity and
residence hall athletic chairmen and at the IM office. 201
Memorial Hall.

Kickers whack Western, 4-0
By Jim Maagoae
Asstslaat Spans Editor
Paced by a great
defensive effort, the Falcon
soccer team picked up its
fourth win of the season
yesterday as it rolled past
Western Michigan. 4-0.
Playing without the
services of two injured
starters, captain Warren
Heede and forward Tim
Davis, the Falcons played a

Volleyball
An organizational meeting
for men interested in
playing intercollegiate
volleyball will be held today
at 7 p.m. in 256 Memorial

hard hitting control type of
game
Head Falcon coach
Mickey Cochrane was
impressed by the way his
team never - let down. He
said it's hard to play a good
game if the other team is
playing a poor one. The
tendency is for the good
team to start playing
sloppily, he added.
The defense for the
Falcons sparkled as junior
forward Rich Cotton had a
great day.
"Cotton was outstanding,
he set us up all day."
Cochrane said.
Cotton picked up the first
goal of the game on a pass
from Jan Fedorcak.
Freshman fullback
Dan
Otten punched In the first

goal of his career on an
unassisted boot in the first
half.
Fedorcak added the third
goal on a pass from senior
Jeff Aingworth.
The final goal of the game
came on a pass from Steve
Cabalka to halfback Bart
Hayden
Falcon goalie Bill Heyne

garnered the shutout, his
first of the year. Last week,
goalie Gary Palmisano
collected his first shutout of
the year against Miami. 2-0.
Saturday, BG goes up
against the stiffest
competition thus far this
season as they travel to
Wooster to tangle with the
fifth ranked Fighting Scots.

AP top twenty poll
Ohio State held onto first
place in the latest Associated Press major college
football poll released this
week.
Nebraska was second followed by Alabama. Southern
California, Michigan. Penn

State. Tennessee.
Notre
Dame and Louisiana State.
The second ten consisted
of Arizona State, Missouri.
Texas.
Houston.
UCLA.
Miami of Florida. Colorado.
Tulane. Kansas and Miami
of Ohio.
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FMDAY, OCT. 19, S PJL
TOIiDO STOUTS ttzJU
TICKETS $4 50 ADVANCE
$5.50 DAY OF SHOW

AVAILABLE AT FINDERS
RECORDS IN BG, SPORTS
ARENA, CENTRAL TRAVEL a
TICKET, MASONIC AUD.,
REVELATIONS, HCADQOARTERS AND SEARS (WOOD
VILLE MALL).
BUY and USC
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